Parts
Simple.. Modern. American Made.

Need Help?

Each time you insert
the tabs into the slots,
make sure the groove
on the tab faces
towards the notch
in the slot.

Left Side

Go to sprout-kids.com/cca
Or talk to our
customer service agent at:
+1 (385) 208-1463

NOTCH
GROOVE

Turn parts around, then
push tabs on Back into
slots on Right Side .
Push down on Back to
lock into place.

Push tabs on Back into
slots on Left Side . Push
down on Back to lock
into place.

Right Side

Platform

Back
Ladder

Spread sides apart to insert tabs
on Platform into slots on
Back at desired height. Push
sides together to catch tabs on
Platform in slots on sides.

Spread sides just enough to insert
Ladder . Unless Platform is on
lowest setting, also insert Extra Step .
Push sides together, catching tabs on
Ladder and Extra Step in slots on
sides.

Step on Ladder
to lock into place.

Adult assembly only
Assemble completely
before use
Assemble on a hard floor
Avoid placing the
Stepstool in sitting water
Do not use this product
without Adult Supervision
The high chair platform
position should only be
used for sitting

Counter CultureTM
Stepstool

HIGH CHAIR

Extra Step

TWIST WHILE PUSHING

Dowel

Slide Dowel into hole from side.
Twist Dowel while pushing
down to lock into place.
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MODEL NO. KH-NAT

In order to disassemble the
Stepstool, you must unlock
the back. This is done by
turning the Stepstool
upside down and placing
the front against a wall. Push
the middle tabs on Back
in, then down to release.

28”-32” Child*
32”-38” Child*
38”-44” Child*

*Recommendations only. It is the parent
or guardian’s responsibility to determine
the safest platform height for their child
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